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ON THE INTEREST OF POETRY.

IT had been the intention of the author of the following pages to
make a few remarks on one or two poems which have for him a
peculiar fascination. It occurred to him, however, that before he
did so it would be well to show, if he could, that poetry in itself is
a study of great interest. And this not so mueh with a view of
justifying him in discussing at all subjects which are in some respects
peculiarly difficult to discuss, as to justify him in introducing them
(a thing he may hereafter do) into the pages of this Magazine.
Here at least he would not like to intrude any hobby, however much
he might be attached to it himself, which he did not think either
would, or ought from its own intrinsic merits to, interest those for
whom he is writing. For here at least he does not meet with the
ordinary reader, for whose interest, as he knows nothing of him, he
can care but little, but those with whom, if he knows little or nothing
of them IJersonally, he yet has a real fellow-feeling, as having not
long ago been bred up among the same assoeiations in which they
now move, and followed the same pursuits, though probably not with
the same vigour, which they now pursue. As they now belong, so
he too not long ago belonged, aye, more, does yet belong (for surely
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to have been a Shirburnian once, is to be a Shirburnian once for all)
to the same great public institution to which he and they alike are
so justly attached. .An institution of the antiquity of whose origin,
to be peered into but not to be fathomed, he at any rate is somewhat
proud; an institution, to the memories, the traditions-the teaching
of which they and he alike (for it is certain that they agree in this
if in nothing else) will endeavour in the after circumstances of life
to be true; an institution which, whatever may be the ill·turns or
the sudden rebuffs of fortune, they and he alike will do their best
not to disgrace. No, the author repeats, he does not here meet
with the ordinary reader, but with those with whom he has at least
one common sympathy, and that not a shallow one.

But the author has forgotten himself-he has turned aside from
the matter·in-hand to ride his favourite hobby. The reader must
excuse him. .The truth is, he has many pleasant memories, and one
or two deep feelings connected with what his friend Captain P-
calls the" old place"; and if it is mentioned by name, or otherwise
brought vividly before him, these same memories and feelings rush
out at once from the odd nooks and corners of his brain, and some
what flurry and bewilder his understanding. On these occasions
the author generally forthwith mounts his hobby, rides hard, and so
rides off the excitement. He will not however do so now, but at
once dismiss the poor brute, somewhat crest·fallen from having
thus been balked of an expected scamper, back to his lair or stable,
whichever abode the reader may prefer he should inhabit, and go
on with the matter-in-hand.

It is proposed then to show that Poetry is of great interest.
Now by saying that it is of great interest, we do not mean to this
or that particular class; as a new discovery in astronomy may be
rightly said to be of great interest to an astronomer, but only of
slight interest to the rest of the world. Or again, "an inquiry
into the likelihood ofthe inductive method ofargument, if applied to
Revelation, resulting in .Atheism," may be justly said to be of great
interest, at this time indeed ofvery great interest, to the Philosopher
and the Theologian, but cannot be said to be so (in itself at least,
wllateveritmaybein its results) to the community at large. By the
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term" of great interest" then, is not meant that which is merely of
interest, however deep, to this or that particular class, but rather
that which interests all classes of society. Furthermore, in this
particular case is meant, that which is of interest to all periods of
life-which has a charm for the unreflective mirthfulness of boy
hood- which arrests manhood at times in its precipitant pur
suit of its unsatisfying pleasures, and still more unsatisfying ambi.
tions-which is grateful to old age, when its intellect is worn out, but
its heart yet remains warm, and its sympathies unimpaired. Now
to show that the interest of poetry is of this kind, the author will
endeavour to prove that poetry is, in a manner, of universal influ.
ence: because whatever is of great influenco among mon, is by a
kind of' natural consequenco of great interest too.

1. Poetry thcn is, in a manner, of universal influence, because it
deals with the deeper elements of human nature-the will, the feel
ings, the intuitions-which are the life and spring which give f'orco
and motion to our human mechanisms in all ages alike, and are at
all times tho same, however mueh one ago may differ from another
in superficial appearanco.

2. Again, it is of such influence, because its nature being twofold
in its elements, the influenco of each of these elements is in a way
universal. For it is composed on the one hand of the faculty of
appreeiation which is moro or less common to all, and on the other
of that of expression which is peculiar (at least to any extent) to
the gifted and tho few. That this is not a mere quibble, a distinc
tion of words without any corresponding distinction of ideas, the
following illustration may perhaps make plain. Supposo an accom
plished musician should pass his fingers over the strings of a cracked
guitar, is it not at once obvious that he would no more be able than
a far inferior player, or one who could not play at all, to elicit
the desired combinations of sound? And. this would not be because
he had lost his skill, but because the guitar being out of order, his
skill was rendered useless. And who is more dependant on the
instrument he handles, than the Poet whose instrument is the hu
man heart! With whatever skill he may toueh its chords of human
feelings and intuitions of human love, human hate; human regret,
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human desire; human joy, human sorrow; human hopes, human
fears, human despairs-if any of these chords of sensation be defec
tive in us, gone to decay from want of use or from having been
abused, or being innate in us have as yet not come into play, have
not been strung up and tuned, as it were, to the proper pitch, how
ever masterly the genius with which he approaches us, he will, as re
gards these particular chords of sensation in which wc arc deficient,
be unable to evoke the desired response. And this is perllaps the
reason why poets of the first rank often do not reach their legiti
mate influence and position in their own time. Their genius ex
pands beyond the limits of their age, plays upon the human feelings
of all eras alike, and concentrates its energies on no one peculiarly;
while men of lesser talept, but whose talent is peculiarly gifted in
expressing the characteristic features of their own times, for this
very reason have more influence with men of their times, and are
held in higher estimation by them. And this is not strange, because
all men are naturally apt to measure the talent of a \\Titer, if they
come in contact with him, by the influence he exercises over them,
and those poets are really to their minds the greatest whose influ
ence they feel most. I say really, because if asked, tlley would,
from deference to current opinion, probably mention as the greatest,
those who seem commonly supposed to be such. Society has estab
lished a certain conventional order by which poets are to be ranked;
and it is quite one of the proprieties to affect to believe in this order
implicitly. For instance, rightly or wrongly, Milton is generally
said (whatever may be thought) to hold the second place among
English Poets. Many of the author's friends would without doubt, if
asked, concur in this opinion. Yet Milton is not among tho poets
that are to bo found lying about their table, or soilod with use. It
may be indeed.that they hold him in such high esteem, that they only
read him on stated occasions, banqueting, as it were, on an intellec
tual feast of raro excellence, which would be quite out of place as a
common faro. Wbatever may be the case, ]\fr Milton is always to
be seen elegantly bound in one particular spot on their sholves, and
nover to be seen elsewhere. One of the author's friends indeed
latoly did confess to him, that he thought Mr. Tennyson the greatest
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of English Poets. The author (secretly) admired his candour,
(not that he agreed with him,) but (openly) with the greatest pro
priety rebuked his indiscretion. The reader will be glad to hear
further, that he pointed out to him with some severity, what disre
pute he was likely to bring his college into, if he displayed such a
piece of ill-breeding in general society.

To return from this digression, enough has been said to show that
the nature of poetry is twofold, and that to resolve it into the facul
ties of expression and appreciation, is not to make a mere distinc
tion of words, but is a distinction that is an actual matter of fact.
Now the influence of each of these faculties is, in a way, universal.
First, let us take that of expression which is peculiar to the few.
The person who possesses this is what we call a poet. Now by the
term Poet of course we do not mean merely a person who puts ideas
into Rhythms and Rhymes. 1\1:1ny people do this beside poets.
The world often reads their eompositions, but they never stamp their
impress on individuals, much less on the national mind. The poet too
makes use of ideas and Rhymes and Rhythms, but he knits them
together into an harmonious whole, to which he imparts a eertain
pervading cllUrm peculiar to himself, an energy, a vitality that
stamps his words as living things on the thoughts and hearts of men,
and makes them generate new feelings and new ideas. 'What this
charm is wc don't know, any more than wc know what that subtil
something is which pervades the bodies of mortal men, and makes
them think and move, which wc call life. 'What that subtil some
thing is we cannot tell, but wc know that its being present, or not
present, makes all the difference between a human being and a corpse.
Just so, whether this pervading charm is or is not in a certain
arrangement of words, makes all the difference between that
arrangement of words being poetry and not poetry. "\Ve mean then
by the word Poet, a person who imparts to words and ideas a cer
tain indescribable charm, which needs no explanation to prove its
reality, inasmuch as it is commonly recognized among men as an ac
tual matter of fact. And the influence of this person is in a manner
universal. That is to say not that he does influence each separate
soul, but that he has the capacity of so doing, supposing he comes
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into contact with each (which he does not), and does so moreover
at the right point of time in his career. It may be here objected
that this is true as regards men of his own time, but that is all.
Now it is quite true that the poet is mere or less the product of his
own age. That nature forms him out of its sensations to give vent
to them; that sprung from them, his genius naturally exercises its
selfupon them; that he gathers them into himself and, as a burning
glass that gathers into its focus the scattered rays of the sun, inten
sifies as he expresses them; tllat when dead he stands in the halls
of futurity as the statued representative, so to speak, of all that is
deepest and most characteristic of these same sensations of his own
time, and so gives it an outline, an individuality by which men of
after ages can distinguish it from the periods that preceded and
followed it. And so it is said that his influence on his own
times is direct, on other times merely indirect: that is, that it is
valuable as giving life and colour to a past age, but is of no force
in itself. But this is not quite true; for the poet has a direct influ
ence in all ages, inasmuch as he deals with sensations that are com
mon to all, whatever the difference of form they may assume in this
or that period. Men find in him an interpreter of the past indeed,
but also of much in the present, of much that perplexes them in
their own selves. With the exception of the words of Divine
Revelation, and of the Saints, (whether of past or modern times),
there are no words like those of a great poet that get at a man.
Other forms of literature but deal with the circumstances that sur
round him or play upon the surface of his character: but the words
of a great poet pass stmight through into the silence of his breast
and touch the very springs of being. These words of his are of
great influence, and their influence lives when he is passed away.
The dead Shakespeare, buried though he be these three hundred
years, can still put his hand upon the human heart, touch this or
that chord of feeling, and make it vibrate strangely.

But the influence of the other faculty of poetry, that of appreci
ation is in a way universal. For the poet does not speak merely to
a class, as the man of science to those only who are versed in parti
cular studies, but to all. All men have joys and sorrows and the
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like; when such things are delineated, all can understand. All men
too, like to have their imaginations kindled and their sympathies
elicited: should therefore any human being tell me he was abso
lutely impervious to the influences of poetry, I should not believe
him. For I should well know that he too, like his fellows, carried
about with him mysteries of sensation shut within his breast,
which the world without him could neither express nor explain, yet
which would, however much their cravings for the time might be
stifled in the excitements of his pursuits, sooner or later need to be
expressed.' That after Holy Writ and such writings as bear upon
it (which from one point of view are poetry), he would find that
the poet would best give vent to such sensations, and would best
interpret their meaning. But if indeed it were really true that he
was dead to such influences, which humanise the heart and prevent.
it from hardening, I should look on that fact, as one looks on the
fact that now and then an animal is born with less than the usual
number of limbs, not as natural, but as an unnatural defect.

3. Again, poetry is of such influence because, dealing as it does
with the more lasting elements of man's nature, it is likely that,
when he is stripped of the trappings and furniture of this life, it
will pass with him into the unseen world. Furthermore there is
reason to believe that it transcends the limits of humanity, and
affects even Angelic Intelligences.

Such is the argument. It is to be fearecl that much which has
been said has been heavy, much obscure. On such a subject the
intellect is thronged with ideas, but they are not separated sharply
off. They congregate one upon another like clouds in the sky, so
that it is hard to distinguish their individual outlines. We see them
there in the mind it is true, but in such a hazy, indefinite wa.y, that
when we attempt to delineate them they mock us, as the flitting
coruscations of the northern lights the skill of the painter, which
stamped though they are on his mind, he yet fails in transferring to
canvas. They throng the Reason, but when she would detach one
or two from the rest, seize them and formulate them into words,
they elude her as the Phantoms of Hades the Grasp of Odysseus.
Or if she does in some sort crystallize them into forms of speech,
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her words are as the works of a bad artist, which are not the expres
sions but the distortions of his ideals. Yet however badly the sub
ject may have been treated, if, from the mere fact of its having been
introduced into these pages, the author shall have succeeded in
thrusting it upon the notice of such readers as have hardly thought
of it before, he will have succeeded in his object. For he hopes
that they in consequence may be induced to think, that after all,
they may have been mistaken in fancying that they did not care
about poetry, may look again, and find in what they took for granted
to be a mere mass of stupid Rhythms-a sort of round-about way
of expressing ideas which, if worth expressing at all, might have
been much more'clearly expressed in prose-a something to attract
the imagination and to stir the heart. Or if they still think that
they care little about it just now, they may yet suspect that what
has such influence with very many of their fellows, is likely sooner
or later to influence them; that it may be well therefore to be be
forehand with such influence, and to study it so far as to measure its
extent, so that should it come upon them suddenly at some crisis
of their lives, it may not by the mere force of novelty, so to speak,
overbalance their judgment and hurry them along into a line of
thought or feeling which either their reason or their conscience,
though they could not withstand, might yet condemn. Or if thcy
still really think that they never are likely to care about poetry, yet
inasmuch as it does certainly influence their fellow men, commands
certain avenues of approach, as it were, to the hearts of very many,
they may think it just as wcll to give it something of their study, if
only with a view of getting to know more about the feelings of
others, of extending their sympathies and obtaining a wider and a
deeper insight into character. And if it does this and nothing
more for them it will have done much, it will have conferred upon
them a most valuable boon.

:But it is now time for the author to bow himself out of the pre
sence of the reader. W1wn he first entered into that illustrious
presence, he so far forgot himself as to take a momentary ride on a
favorite hobby. He quickly however rccovered his senses, apolo
gised, dismounted and dismissed the poor brute to its proper stall.
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But he dismounted from one hobby but to bestride another, the
subject-matter of these pages, whose paces he has all the while been
exhibiting to the reader. The quaint beast has cut a sorry figure,
but from the great gusto with which he did it one would imagine
that it thought its action was much admired. One would suppose,
just in the same way as the more thoroughly donkey-like a donkey
conducts himself, the more imposing he seems to consider the ap
pearance he presents in the eyes of spectators. However that may
be, the author has given hobby No. 2 a sufficient airing. He
will now trot the placid creature back to the stable. Should he ever
trot him out before the reader again, it is to be hoped that he will
show more spirit and appear in better condition.

bIITATOR.

TO LEWESDON HILL.

o LEwEsDoN, fairest of our island's hills,
Though distant now, I still may think of thee,
Where oft on sultry summer afternoons
I loved to dream the idle hours away,
Gaining thy Bummit, where it was my wont
To watch the wide expanse of glittering fields,
The herds at intervals, now pasturing,
Now drowsily reclining 'neath the trees,
And culling lazily tho verdant grass
And flowers of varied hue, that by the hand
Of kindly Nature through the summer months
Adorn the meadows and low-lying vales.
Then how I loved to rest beneath the shade
Of some wide-spreading beech or feathery ash;
To gaze aloft and scan with wondering eyes
The interminable maze of quivering leaves,
And through th' interstices to watch the clouds
On fleecy wings that through the 117.Ure space

c
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Of heaven's pure vault their silent course pursued.
Not otherwise, when by the Almighty's will
Both winds and waves agreeing well combine
To render one profound tranquillity,
Glide the fair ships o'er ocean's peaceful calm
With sails unfurled: so gently did the clouds
Glide through the summer sky, as there I lay
Enjoying Nature's calm serenity.
There lay the village in that sweet repose
That reigns o'er everything in summer time,
'When in the western waves the sun has set,
And lengthened shadows from the mountains ereep ;
While all the fields and country far and wide
Seem bathed in one broad flood of liquid light;
And nothing but the tinkling sheep-bell's sound
Aeross the meadows, or the song of birds
:From out 'the neighb'ring coppice's cool retrea.t,
Is wafted on the softly-sighing breeze,
And brings that soothing feeling to the mind
'Which summer evening's calm aloneean bring.
Then as I bent my ling'ring footsteps back
Homewards, across the fields, loft would meet
A countryman returning from his work,
'Who whistling merrily some rustic strain
With lightened heart, his daily toil complete,
Was hast'ning to his cot beneath the hill:
No cares or anxious thoughts perplexed his mind,
'Vho, rising with the dawn, by honest toil
Earned honestly his daily sustenance,
And when at last the stars began to peep
From out the crimson-tinted dark blue sky,
Reminded of the hour, reluctantly
Homewards I'd hasten filled with calm delight.

LEON.
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AN ESSAY.

Ad summum donee venere cacumen.

11

HIS existing advantages never should seem to a man to be incapable
offurther improvement, never should he think them sufficient; some
further aim, some higher object should always be present before his
eyes to which to aspire, and which, even if it bo not reached, may
always be there beforo him, ready to cheer and to help him over
his difficulties and discouragements. For wc are by nature so apt to
despond and yield to the pressure of misfortune, that wo are always
in need of some such prop and support as this, on which to lean. A
man whose aspirations are confined within no narrow bounds will
never yield without a struggle, and will always be hoping for some
thing better, and it is this very hope and this fortitude which is the
first step towards snecess. You perhaps commit an error, you make
a failure, or you fall into discredit and you think that you will never
more have any force or reputation in the world. But this is a mistake.
Only pluck up heart and do something that is good or at least ser
viceable, and in an extraordinarily short time you will find yourself
re-instated in your former position and holding perhaps even a
higher place than before. Never despair or look back, l,eep push
ing forward, for if you go on teasing yourself about the past and
neglect the future, you will lose the power of doing anything useful
and forcible with which to gain additional ground. Nor must he
who wishes to riso in lifo ever for a single moment forget this. But
it should bo tho aim and life's object of overy member of society,
worthy of tho namo, to push himself forward until he reaches the
summit, the highost point to which he can attain in his profession
or position. Thus, the Barrister makes the wool-sack his goal; to
the Soldier, the post of trust held by the Commander is the incen.
tive; to the Clergyman, the Bishopric; to the Doctor, notoriety in
his profession; to the Merchant, It reputation in trade. All should
share this feeling, for wretched indeed must he be to whom it is
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unknown, who has not this encouragement, and who in the race of
life is content to remain in the lowest place, while all around him
men are hurrying to a goal and a prize to which he does not aspire.
Never may a man slacken his efforts without a corrcsponding loss:
but to Bucceed entirely in his hopes, he must follow up the business
by which he thinks to attain his end, through all its stages. No
men, or at most very few, are without this feeling, this spirit of
emulation. Of course there must be some in whom it is all but, if
not entirely extinct, but happily, both for themselvcs and for others,
such examples arc comparatively rare. And this feeling, this desire
not to be left behind, but to obtain a forward place, is one of the
greatest boons which a wiso Providence has given to man. Many
as are the privileges which have been bestowed with open hand
upon the human race wllich tend to their ennobling and encourage
ment, there is scarcely another which can excel this, indeed I may
say no other. For the beneficial results which, when rightly cher
ished, it brings to man, are such as may justify the high position to
which I have assigned it, and show it to be worthy of the highest
possible csteem. Of course I mean that this is the case only when
this emulation is kept within bounds, and is not allowed to run on
to exccss-bcfore that henorable rivalry is turned into envy, and a
virtue of the highest quality become a vice of the lowest degree.
No more must a man try his hand upon everything: for he that
aims at everything is but too apt to miss all, but he must keep him- ..4IIIl

self to one object, and not attempt to conquer in too many direc- ,.
tions at once. A large army scattered in every direction can effect
nothing, while half the number, massed and kept well in hand, may
conquer Empires. Unfertunately every good thing is subject to
this, that as time goes by, according to the law of nature, unless
carefully watched and guarded, it becomes deteriorated-and this
one of which I speak forms no exception to the general rule.
Numbers of clever men, who could do anything, never make up their
minds distinctly as to what they want, and so miss everything;
while others beginning in the right course are hurried away by their
emulation, and allow this feeling to expand itself without restraint,
until it has gone to such lengths as that it has finally become mere
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envy, a passion which is as degrading and disgusting as the other
is ennobling and pleasing. But on the other hand this emulation,
this thirst after distinction when properly restrained, finding as
it does a way into the breast of every right-minded man, has
furnished history with many an example of those whom it hasraised
from obscurity to eminence. For instance, look at the motives
which have led the fumous Statesmen and Soldiers and other Publie
l\fen to their renown. One hears a great deal suid about tho Pa
triotism of such characters, and how this one or that was influenced
by it in such and such an action, but by far the larger proportion
of them all owo their rise to fume, to the desiro of making them
selves known and of raising themselves abovo the level of those
around them, and not so much to their patriotism as is supposed.
Doubtless patriotism is a quality both great and good, but it is not
one which finds room for itself among the generality of men, whilo
the other is natural and congenial to overy disposition, and is thero
fore, reasonably enough, oftenest the motive for action. Again, to
tako an example from our common daily life: the man who works for
his bread-I do not so much refer to the labourer and artisan as to
the professional man, though it is equally true of both-though he
will work in some degree because he knows that on his exertion and
industry his sUIJport depends, will also in a still greater degreo do
so because of the inbred desire of bettering himself as far as possi.
ble, and the wish to elimb the tree as high as he may. And the
same with all men, and in every condition. Of course, throughout,
when I have talked of " all men" I have merely referred to those
who are, as the saying is, "worth their salt," for those who livo a
life of idleness and unconcern for the things around them, aro not
to be connected in any way with those other more worthy ones;
indeed, they hardly deserve to be ealled men. Hence we may see
how great a power this" go-a-head" (if I may so call it) principle
has, and how much more men owo to it than to other, seemingly,
purer qualities, inasmuch as it is found in them so much more fre
quently; and it is to some such spirit as this, which I have endea
voured to depict, that we may trace the origin of almost all human
success; we should therefore both cultivate it in ourselves and
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encourage it: in other~. Only: we must bear thi~ in mind, that ina~•.
much a~, as I have. said above, a virtue unrestrained become~ a vice,
we are to be. careful so to guard over and moderate this, as we should
all others, that we prevent its being turned into a curse, though in
itself a blessing and an elevating rivalry, becoming instead, both
odious and degrading, and thus, so far from bringing us nearer
our object, even sink us lower than we were before.

TENTAVI.

THOUGHTS ON HOOD.

TrroMAs HOOD is a writer to whose merits it is exceedingly hard to
do justice, not because they lie hidden from view, and are only to be
discovered by careful examination, for, indeed, the most superficial
reader could scarcely fail to notice them; but because his genius
was so versatile and distinguished by such opposite characteristics,
that we are in danger, whilst looking at one side of it, of losing
sight entirely of the other. It is necessary therefore, for the due
appreciation of his powers, to consider them from two different
points of view, and to look at him on the one hand as a humourist,
in which character he is probably best known to fame; and on the
other hand as a serious poet.

But before wc discuss them separately, it is worth while to remark,
what an extraordinary combination of powers here existed in the
mind of one man, who was at once so keen a wit, and yet so true a
poet, that at onc moment he would draw a picture so exquisitely
ludicrous, as would call a smile to the lips of Nestor himself, and
the next 116 would, as in the "Song of the Shirt," describe a scene
of such deep misery in language so eloquently pathetic, that few
can read it without feeling their hearts stirred to their lowest depths,
by the fearful picture of suffering thus presented to their view.

As a humourist, Hood is inimitable. He possessed so keen a
sense of the ridiculous, and such a power of playing upon words,
II~ render it impos~ible to read his production" in this line without
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incessant bursts 'of laughter: to take 'one instance out of 'many,
what can be more ludicrous, both in conception and execution"than
the narrative entitled "A Fairy Tale," in which he describes an
adventure that befel an aged couple, who had taken, in their dotage,
to reading fairy tales, ns a means of employing the time that hung
heavy on their hands ? Nor must we omit to notice that the wit
whose brilliancy thus delights us, was in many cases produced on a
bed of sickness, :md under circumstances of great mental as well as
bodily suffering; a sufficient proof, were any proof needed, of how
deeply rooted in his nature must have been the spirit of humour.

As a serious poet, moreover, his talent was no less remarkable.
It was considered unnecessary, nay, impos,sible, to pass a higher
eulogy upon him in his epitaph, than was contained in the simple
words, "He sang the 'Song of the Shirt''': and certainly they who
inscribed these words upon his tomb judged rightly, that this was
the highest praise they could bestow upon him, and that nothing
that they could add further, would increase in any single degree,
the honor that is due to the author of this beautiful poem. Cer
tainly a more vivid picture of human suffering, and one expressed in
more beautiful language, elegant as it is in its simple pathos, can
hardly be conceived. Who is there, for instance, that cannot
sympathize with the longing expressed in the following lines, nor
understand the wretched condition of the being whose misery is
therein described?

"Oh I but to breatbe the breath
Of the cowslip and primrose sweet

With the sky above my head,
And the grass beneath my 'feet,

For only one short hour
To feel as I used to feel

Before I knew the woes of want
And the walk that costs a'meal.

Oh! but for one short hour!
A respite however brief!

No blessed leisure for Love or Hope,
But only time for Grief I

A little weeping would ease my heart,
But in their briny bed

My tears must stop, for every drop
Hinders needle and thread."
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Scarcely less beautiful is the" Bridge of Sighs," in which, as in the
other, the reader is at a loss whether to admire most, the beauty
of tho poet's conceptions, or of the language in which they are
expressed.

These two poems are Hood's masterpieces: but there are others,
such as "Miss Kilmansegg" and the" Ode to Rac "Vilson," which
though different in style give equal proofs of his genius; the former
being a satire upon the inordinate love of wealth and ostentation;
the latter, upon the cant and hypocrisy of some who make religion
a eloke for their malicious and intolerant spirit.

J\funy of his other poems are of great merit, but it would be
impossible, in a short ~otice like the present, to do full justice to
them: we cannot however, leave this subject without quoting entire
the following lines, entitled the" Death-bed," without any comment
upon their merits, which must be apparent to all, but are not so well
known as they deserve to bo.

"'We watched her breathing thro' the night,
Her breathing soft and low,

As in her breast the wave of life
Kept heaving to and fro.

So silently we seem'd to speak,
So slowly moved about,

As we had lent her half our powers,
To eke her living out.

Our very hopes belied our fears,
Our fears our hopes belied-

We thought her dying when she slept,
And sleeping when she died.

For when the mom eame dim and sad,
And chill with early showers,

Her quiet eyelids closed-she had
Another morn than ours."

D.
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THE object of this paper is to attempt a description for lovers of
Cricket of the manner in which the noble gnme was practised,
played, and managed-of the feelings with which it was regarded,
and of the effects which it produced at the school where the writer
was educated. The subject chosen needs little apology in these
days, when so much stress is laid on the due developement of body as
well as mind, and when" Gymnastic" is once more reckoned among
the accomplishments ofa gentleman: much less does it need apology
in these pages, inasmuch as Cricket still remnins what it is to be
hoped it will long remain, a topic of paramount interest to all
English school-boys. And although in cases like the present, whero
memory alone is to be relied on and there are no records at hand,
to which to refer, errors of detail may possibly insinuate themselves,
yet the writer was so much mixed up in all that is hero described and
was so thoroughly acquainted with the workings of the system, that
he cannot bring himself to believo that memory hlls altogether played
him false, or that his errors, if such there be, are of any moment.

Cricket then with us was regarded in a light in which I have never
seen it regarded elsewhere. What Whist was to the immortal Mrs.
Battle-that charming heroine of Charles Lamb's incomparable
Essay-that Cricket was to us. It was the very business ef life, for
at least a part of the year. No half-and-half measure for whiling
away half-holidays: no mere" pass-time," no mere" amusement."
To all it was something more than a game: with many it became a
passion. And hence the fact, that Cricket was the undoubted, and
(so to speak) crowning glery of the s·chool-the topic of regretful
conversation in Autumn, and of the enthusiastic anticipation in
Spring.· The prospective vacancies in the Eleven, the conflicting
claims of possible aspirants tothe honor of election thereto, the 00.
pending matches (of which six was the regulatien number previons
to the l\fidsummer Holidays), the merits of the bowler engaged for

D
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the season-these and the like subjects were canvassed quite as keen
ly, possibly more keenly than anything connected with school work,
or Examinations. Not that the interests of learning were neglected
amongst us, or that the standard of intellectual excellence was low:
on the contrary, hard work was general, emulation was keen, all the
prizes were well contested, "The Times" was daily skimmed, if not
read, by the upper fellows, and the Debating Society flourished. But
still, beside and above all this, a general feeling permeated the school
at large, that Cricket concerned us all, was a common point of inter
est for all. From the least boy in the school to the" Captain," each
ono might and did take a pride in the Eleven, might exult in its
success and grieve over its defeat, might look forward some day to
taking his place in it and with his own arm helping to sustain tho
world-wide renown of the" old place." If indeed a fellow could
carry ofi' a Scholarship or win a prize as well as be in "the Eleven,"
so much the better for him j but the former (1 take it) was gener
ally felt to be the lesser honor of the two, and when added to the
latter, to be something analogous to "painting tho rose," or
"carrying coals to Newcastle," or "owls to Athens," or any other
slightly unpractical proceeding. " His cup of glory was full alrea
dy," it might be urged: "he had already reached a pinnacle high
up in the temple of fame." Let him beware ofthe Nemesis of the
gods. 'Ne quid nimis' was the safest motto."

If this feeling was somewhat exaggerated-and 1 do not think I
have overstated it-it must be confessed it had a rare influence in
turning the youthful mind in the proper direction, and in supplying
a never-failing series of batters and bowlers to maintain the honor
of the school, not only in the Maryleboue and other matches on
the school ground, but in the far more important "Public School
Matches" at Lord's. For it was on that famous ground-the eye
and centre of the Cricketing universe-and in the midst of a throng
of four or five thousand cheering friends and hooting enemies and
" old fellows," and West End" swells," and magnificent ladies, that
the great battles of the year were to be won or lost; and it was on
the great week at Lord's that the thoughts of the Eleven to a man
were solemnly fixed for weeks beforehand, aasolemnly as any Jew's
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on Jerusalem, or Mnhommednn's on the Holy Shrine nt Meccn.
And not without renson. To mnke a long score or to achieve a bril
linnt cntch on that ground was to gnin (without metnphor) a repu
tntion for life; while, though it is painful enough on ordinary
occasions to the sensitive mind to miss a catch, or to bungle a shlLrp
piece of fielding, at Lord's such a misdemeanour was tenfold heinous.
Whnt pen could ndequately describe all thnt is conveyed on such
an occnsion in the few words" Bowled first ball for none" ?-and
that with ten thousnnd eyes darting scorn, and five thousand
tongues shouting dcrision at the miserable victim of his own imbe
cility! Horror of horrors! Many a real trouble of after lifo
wounds less deeply and is sooner forgotten.

Such then as I have described it wns the public feeling of the
school on the subject of Cricket in general, and of the Eleven in
l)articular. And, being such, it was but natural that it should issue
in unsparing devotion to the game, and in a very widely diffused
ambition to beeome proficient in it-a devotion which was encour
aged, and an ambition which was sustained by the excellent, yet
simple machincry devised for its regulation. In my time (1 speak
of fourteen or fifteen years ago) there wcre not less than five
"games" every hnlf.holidny, answering roughly both in the name and
the players to the Sixth, Fifth, Shell, Fourth, and Third Forms, res
pectively. At the hcnd of each" game," responsible for its manage
ment and orderly carrying on, for its expenses, though only to a small
degree for its funds, were two so-called" club-keepers." The score
books were in their charge, and the mntches to bo played on each
afternoon wero settledby them. Within their sphero they were auto
cratic. Their government was a Despotism, tempered by " chaff,"
with a final appel1l in cases of emergency to the awful authority of the
Head of the Eleven. 1 use the word "awful" designedly; for it
expresses not altogether inadequately the kind of feeling entertained
in a largo Public School, that numbers its hundreds, by the junior
towatds the senior boys-a feeling most difficult to explain, or even
to justify, to persons ignorant of the atmosphere in which it is fos
tered-a feeling however, which was both natural and healthy under
the circumstances, and which had its rise in that fundamental and
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admirablc principle, esscntial to the very idea of a Public Schoo1
viz., self-government, the government of boys by boys. Not a few
IJeople, wholly ignorant of the subject, are wont to fasten upon this
as the weak point in the system, not knowing that it is in fact tho
pivot of the whole-that abuse of power is almost entirely un
known, so skilfully is it kept within bounds-and that in this, better
than in any other single point, do the Public Schools serve tho
country by turning out a constant succession of men, trained beforo
tho age of twenty to command, no less than to obey. And if this
feeling held good generally, much more did it hold good particularly
in tho case of the Head of tho Eleven: for as this personage waB
usually in the Sixth, probably a prefect or a monitor, was lord of a
hundred" fags," was final arbiter of all disputes, and could in caso
of need fall back upon the assured support of the authorities, and
on the traditionB of a hundred years, it may readily be imagined that
his word WaB law, and that his perBon was the object of mixed awe
and admiration to all fagB, small boys, and inferiors.

The office of Clubkeeper, although no sinecure, carried with it a
vast deal of authority, and as such, was much coveted: it was at
the same time elective, exemplifying that strange mixture of des
potism and democracy -popular election issuing practically in un·
fettered despotic rule-which History shews us haB oftcn worked
so well. Any boy was eligible for office, and might canvass for
votes, and all possibility of "favoritism" or colluBion was excluded
by the mere numberB of the voters and the publicity of the pro
ceedings. Certainly my own recollection is, that public opinion
was seldom at fault, and that the voting issued (as a rule) in the
election of those who were bcst fittcd to take and keep the lead in
their respectivo games. The mode of election howevcr, was a curious
relic of barbarism, which theso latter rosewater days have, perhaps
wisely, swept into oblivion. Thcre was one day in the year,
the very name of which carried consternation to the hearts of
youngsters and of bullies-" Squash Day"-name of awe! "a
terror to evildoers "-the proceedings of which I will endcavour to
describe. On the Saturday previous to the Easter holidays, imme
diately after school, the" Custos" or Porter of the school-vulgarly
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called" Cussy "-was to be seen entering the great school-room,
watering-pot in hand, with which he then and there proceeded
liberally to lay the dust. This done, the Head of the school and of
the Eleven took their stations in the Head Master's desk, and the
whole school flocked into the room after them. The door was shut
and secured. Ominous sound! at which many a heart beat faster,
and many a face was seen to grow pale and green by turns. The
Roll·book was opened, and each fellow in tho sehool, as his name
was called, marched up to the desk to deliver his vote "viva voce"
for tho Clubkeeper of his form. If he was a "good" fellow, in
the proper sense of the word-not addicted to lying, or sneaking,
or bullying-he simply recorded his vote and returned to his place:
if not--but I will endeavour to give an example of what consti
tuted the real legitimate terrors of "Squash Day."-IIush! Jones
is summoned-Jones of the Fifth, the self-appointed and mueh de
tested plague of little boys. A roar follows from four hundred
throats, expressivo of anything but blessings on the unfortunate
Jones' head. Up he marches, big and burly, and scowling defiance
right and left, but withal (as little Brown gleefully remarks) "a bit
pale," and with about as mueh cheerfulness in his heart as if he
was going to be hung, drawn, and quartered. And so he is for the
matter of that, metaphorically. There is a hush among the thickly
peopled walls, so that you may hear a pin drop, while his vote is
given. He turns: and instantaneously a second shout is heard,
more terrible than the first-" Ah! bully! take him down, take him
down!" Alas! J ones' time is come. Ere he can prepare himself
for the onset, or say "Jack Robinson," the said Robinson (who by
the way had as good a licking from Jones last week as he is ever
likely to get in his life) rushes in with a whoop, and has his enemy
by the hair. The example is rapidly followed. Brown, who has
been pondering for a week past as to which is the softest and ten
derest part of the human frame, and has after all been reduced to
forming a judgment by experimenting on the "corpus vile" of his
next neighbour in school-Brown, I say, followed by all the Smiths,
is not slow to follow suit and to fall upon the foe. In a word,
Pandemonium is let loose, and it begins to look like hard times for
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J ones. Big and little, young and old, strong and weak, close in like
one man upon his devoted body: struggling, pushing, kicking,
tearing, shoving, pulling, fighting. Down the long room they go,
an indistinct mass of human beings, and up again-an unpleasant
sort of " Sir Roger de Coverley." The dust goes up beneath them,
as before a strong East wind in March; the hub-bub drowns even
the sound of one's own voice; and when at last, after an interval of
a quarter of an hour, J ones is dimly seen emerging from the crush,
minus his coat, with half a shirt, matted hair, bloodless cheeks,
and all his corns ground to powder-who shall say that the public
sense of justice, a healthy feeling, is not satisfied? This is what had
come of the last twelve months' bullying: and this was the true
lesson of Squash Day, a lesson parallel to, but more regular
than that of "Lynch law." It must indeed be confessed, that
this process of arriving at justice was rude, not to say barbarous:
but I observe that it bears It strange resemblance to the ordinary
ways of the world, and that rough and ready justice, especially in
such a society, has its merits as well as its demerits. For I may
add, that on the whole the Institution was not abused, and that so
far from being turned to purposes of bullying, it was a direct and
salutary check upon bullies. The real, earnest, thorough-going
punishment was reserved for a dozen or so notorious cases, who
emerged thercfrom sadder if not wiser men, while little trembling
inoffensivo fellows, who had been looking forward to the terrible
day with unmixed dread, were as a rule let off scot free.

The Clubkcepers then were officers, elected annually, and with
an authority practically unlimited. But there was one point in
which, to the best of my recollection, their authority was extremely
limited. They had little or no controul over the Cricket subscrip
tions. And this was perhaps a wise regulation: for the total amount
collected yearly was very large, indeed so large that the responsibi
lity of managing it successfully was a heavy onc, and was therefore
properly devolved upon the Head of the Eleven. All Sixth form
boys paid a guinea; Fifth form, fifteen shillings; Shell, ten shil.
lings; Fourth form, seven and sixpence: Third form (below which
we did not condescend), five shillings: taking the average number
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in the school therefore as between four and five hundred, it is no
exaggeration to reckon the annual Cricket income at £250. The
bulk of this was of course spent in the interest of the Eleven. A
first-rate bowler, such as Wisden or Martingell, was engaged for
the season-no expense was spared upon the ground itself-and
there was a large supply of balls, bats, and wickets kept on hand
for the evening practising. Still, even a lavish expenditure in theso
respects left enough and to spare for the suberdinate "games,"
which wisely were ncver starved.

And it must be confessed, that if money was abundant to supply
the necessaries, and respensible officers were elected to manage the
various games, the governed on their part wero not slow to avail
themselves of the advantages offered them. In every" game" there
was (as I have said) a Match of some kind or other every half-holi.
day, lasting from Two till Six; and every evening in the week there
was practising after tea until" locking-up." Now as the Summer
holidays did not commence until the end of July, and as locking-up
was a graduated arrangement, varying with the light, but never
later than Nine, it follows that for the last six weeks or two months
of " Cricket quarter" any fellow might, if he pleased, have at least
a couple of hours practising after tea, in addition to his' four hours'
of regular play on each half-holiday. Practically with all the better
players, undoubtedly with the Eleven, this was considered impera
tive. Nor was this practising only a matter of "lobs" and
"swipes" and mere display of muscle, but was almost as systematic
and well ordered as the more regular games. On tho Sixth form
ground, from Six to Ton, wickets were pitched in a row, two or
three of the Eleven (as a rule) permanently appropriating this or
that one, as the Captain might allow, and batting and bowling in
turn. Of the ten wickets, the two favorites were tho leg and the
off one, the former admitting of leg hits, the latter of cuts, both of
which strokes for safety's sake were forbidden to, though not always
abstained from by the intermediates. One wicket was generally
assigned to Wisden or whoever tho bowler for the season might be,
at which each of the Eleven took his turn for a quarter of an hour:
another was often retained for practise with the Catapult, under
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the same arrangements. The fielding, both before and behind the
wicket, was entirely done by "fags," and an excellent discipline it
was for making the rising talent of the school handy and sharp: a
certain proportion out of the whole number of the fags was detailed
off for service each day and sent down to the ground (under
grievous pains and penalties in case of non-appearance) by the so
called" slave-drivers," and the two senior fags in the school for the
time being, who were excused fagging themselves on condition of
seeing that others did it. Thus it appears that on an average each
fellow in the Eleven enjoyed twenty-four hours of Cricket per week,
a number which some even ran up to twenty-seven, by availing
themselves of the hour on whole school days, between dinner and
the first afternoon lesson. In fact (if one may use the expression)
Cricket was studied rather than played. It was one of the
serious businesses of life for the time being: it was the science
curried to its highest developement. Those who make it their pro
fession of course attain to higher perfection; but I have more thnn
once heard the remnrk, thnt one would look in vnin, as a general
rule, amongst amateurs for the snme finished style and unfailing
precision that was to be seen in the Public School Matches at Lord's.
The steady, dnily practice at home told in public. I have even
heard an old and staunch friend of the school advising an admiring
circle on a wet afternoon to spend an hour or two in incessantly
"playing forward," for the mere purpose of gaining straightnes·s
and precision. I merely mention this in pnssing, as an instance of
the feeling that was current on the subject, not only in the school
at large, but also among the kind friends (and they were not one
nor two) who have now for eight or ten generntions of Cricketers
so libernlly devoted time and money to its encouragement, at the
school they love so well.

How far this untiring devotien to one·amusement, on the part of
of the boys, interfered with the legitimnte claims of study and
scholarship, may be an open question. Tho" Saturdny Review"
tells us· thnt twenty-seven hours of Cricket a week is incompatible
with a decent amount of work. Yet I remember that even in
Crieket quarter the work was somehow done, indeed· it had to be
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done, for the Head Master of those days was not the man to sacri
fice or to allow us to sacrifice duty to pleasure, or real work to an
amusement, however important he would have acknowledged it to
be in its place. And I imagine that a comparison of the school
lists with the muster rolls of the Elevens from year to year would
shew not a few names of men who were industrious at school, dis
tinguished at college, and noted in the world as leaders in every
profession, who yet found time to attain to something like profici
ency in handling the bat and the ball. In short, I assert boldly,
for I speak from experience, that the game, and all that it involved,
as played with us, formed one of the best possible agents in train
ing the character. It was impossible that a boy should attain to
the honour of a place in the Eleven, without having learnt invalu
able lessons of system and discipline, of self-restraint and self-de
pendence, of courage in defeat, and sobriety in victory: it was
possible that he might add thereto a considerable acquaintance
with the details of business, and no small insight into the difficul.
ties and the best means of managing others.

And, so long as life is what it is-so long as struggles have to be
carried on, and eauses fought for, and human beings governed-so
long will these qualities be among the most valuable that a man
can possess.

ANONYMOUS.

E
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"THE TIMES" IN '98.

" TemporaMutantur."

WHATEVER politics we may bo of, wo all feel justly proud of" The
Times." No other nation can boast such a paper. Tho French
may beat us in statues and fountains, and the Americans in hotels.
Who cares! At all events thoy havo no such newspapers to describe
and advertise them in! True, tho French have a " Temps" and the
Yankees some hundreds of "Times," but they have no" TIMES."
It has become quite one of our Institutions, and not the least im
portant of them either. As our old friend "Henry's First Latin
Boole" might have said, " some read it to live, and others live to read
it." However sceptical wo may be on other points, wo all fall down
and worship tho giant of Printing House Square. Perhaps the
oracle may be generally ambiguous, and not always infalliblo: per
haps too it may be used by party politicians for party purposes,
and oftentimes have an amiable weakness for being on the winning
side. .A. rationalistic Greek might have said the same of Apollo.
Greece believed in and cherished Delphi, then why not we "The
Times?" However, as philosophers tell us, all things must have a
beginning mid an end. Great Parr is dead-perhaps some of us
have occasionally wished that he and all his belongings were buried
too, where nobody could get at them-and the time may come when
the Daily Jupiter likewise will be no more. But being neither
Admiral Fitzroy, nor Old Murphy, and having no pretensions to
the gift of prophecy, it is perhaps wiser not to speculate on the
eause that is one day to extinguish" The Times." Possibly it may
go off in spontaneous combustion, or commit suicide in a fit
of despair for want of news. And it is safest too, to leave to anti
quarians to dispute about the dark ages when there was no "Times."
And yet, benighted as we may think them on account of it, probably
very few of our grandfathers were in the habit of seeing "The
Times" regularly.
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There is before me at present, a reprint of " The Times," for
Wednesday, October 3,1798. It contains only four scanty pages,
four columns to a page, nearly half of the whole being taken up in
advertisements. The price is marked 6d., but it is certainly not
mere than a third of the size ef any ef the ordinary penny papers.
In those dear war-times it must have been a luxury which few but
the wealthy would have cared to treat themselves to, except on the
occasion of some victory or other stirring event. The copy before
me is interesting as containing the official account of Nelson's
great victory of the Nile. However much the science of war may
havo improved since then, certainly the art of writing despatches
has not. .And most assuredly the Byzantine style of composition
fostered by the new fangled system of competitive examinations
for everything will not have that effect. Lord Nelson's despatches,
like the famous ones of Julius Cresar, contain nothing superfluous.
The lettcrs are characteristic of the man, straight-forward and to
the point, without any unnecessary circumlocution or ornate em·
bellishment. His whole account of the battle, together with a list
of the ships engaged, and of the killed and wounded, is comprised
in two columns, which might easily be compressed into less than
One of a modern" Times." But if his despatches in some respects
resemble Crosar's, they are free from Crosar's egotism:

" Almighty GOD has blessed his Majesty's arms in the late battle,
by a great victory over the fleet of the enemy, whom I attacked at

sunset on the 1st of August, off the mouth of the Nile."

.And yet no one who knows much of Nelson, or his times, would
accuse him of puritanism.

The French fleet was numerically superior to the British, and yet
all, with the exception of two line-of-battle ships, :md twe frigates,
were captured er destroyed, without the loss of a single English
vessel. Yet instead ef speaking with exultatien of what had been
done, he apologises for not having dene more.

"Those two, with two frigates, 1 am sorry to say, made their

escape; nor waS it, I assure you, in my power to prevent them.
Captain Hood most handsomely endeavoured to do it, but I had no
ship in a position to support the "Zealous," and I was obliged to
call her in."
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Surely, if England then "expected every man to do his duty,'" her
expectations were fulfilled.

These despatches are too well known to need much extraction
from: but it is one thing to meet them in an historical memoir,
and another to see them in a real live newspaper, just as they were
first published at the time.

Of course this great victory forms the grand piece de resistance,
and we can well fancy the enthusiasm with which the account must
have been first read. But there is also notice taken of the great
Irish rebellion of that year, which had not yet been quite put down,
and the harsh measures dealt out to the captured insurgents. Some
of us will remember that the poet Tom Moore was slightly impli
cated in this affair, and that it is alluded to in so many passages of
his " Lalla Rookh " and " Irish Melodies."

Among the general news we find that Mr. Ourran, the Irish
bax"rister, is arrived in town; that Mr. Pitt is not confined with the
gout, but was seen yesterday in the park; and that an application
is intended to be made to the Parliament for leave to make and
maintain by toll, a tunnel under the river Thames, from the parish
of Gravesend to the parish of Tilbury.

In these days of rapid locomotion, it is amusing to read the fol
lowing paragraph:

"Among the wonders of the present day, Mrs. Siddons' late
achievements at Brighton, Bath, and London, should not be for.
gotten. She positively performed at each of these places within
the incredibly short space of 96 hours! ! ! "

The notes of admiration belong to the original paper.
" The Times" too of that period was vehemently Tory. Would

they indorse the following sentiment now?

"The opposition papers state, that Mr. Fox does not mean to
attend his duty in Parliament ,during the ensuing session. How
ever greatly the talents of this gentleman may be rated, the want
of his counsel has not proved detrimental to the public prosperity.
It would on the contrary appear from the brilliant successes of the
country since his secession, that his absence has been auspicious to

the promotion of our national honour and glory."
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i'he advertisements of course are pretty much in the same style
as at present. Among others there is notice given of the sale next
day at Garraway's inter alia, of a live male Elephant, about three
years old. One would rather like to know whether any person was
fool enough to buy it. Of course too there is a lost Bank Note,
and a missing black and white Dog, without which no Times would
ever be complete. For the latter, who we are told answers to the
name of "Driver," one guinca reward is offered: and we are informed
that whosoever shall harbour him after this advertisement will be
prosecuted to the utmost rigour of the law. Poor Driver, whether
he evcr turned up again or not, he must long ago have been gathered
to his canine ancestors, in entire unconsciousness that his name
would one day be honored by appearing in " The Shirburnian j" so
anyone who comes across a stray dog now, may harbour him with.
out any terror-so far at least as this proclamation is concerned.
People seem then to have kcpt their private affairs rather more to
themselves, for in the ladies' corner we find only one birth, one
marriage, and a couple of deaths.

Small as this Lilliputian" Times" may secm, as we have seen,
there is a great dcal of useful information in it: and the busy ones
among us may perhaps think it rather a good thing than othcrwise,
to have a paper of readible size, that one can get through comfort
ably in three minutcs, instead of wasting half an hour in trying to
see whether there is anything one wants to see in it or not; or worse
still, having to wait still longer while somebody else is diligently
perusing it, before you can get at it at all. One is almost tempted
to ask whether the paper can have obtained its name from a sort of
presentiment on the part of its originators, of the time that would
one day be requircd to wade through it. But I am bcginning to
fear I have myself trespassed too much on the reader's time-and
your space Mr. Editor; and I am sufficiently aware that if the
editorial mind is like Nature in abhorring a vacuum, it is also like
the Law in abhorring a perpetuity.

JULI.A.N.
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THE WAR IN DENMARK.

TIlERE are without doubt many persons who, though aware of the
bare fact that thcre is a 'Var now waging on the Contincnt be
tween the Danes on the one hand and the Germans on the othcr,
are notwithstanding totally ignorant of the causes that gave rise to
that War and the pIcas that may be urgcd on either side. As
shortly as is compatible with the subject, we will endeavour to lay
the state of the case before our readers.

In the year 1848 a revolution took place in the Capital of the
Kingdom of Denmark, and the successful party conceived the idea.
of an union with Sweden and Norway, and at the same time desired
to extend their own territory as far as the Eider, which divides
Schleswig from IIolstein. No sooner had this project entered their
heads, than they caused the King-a weak and ill-counselled mon
arch-to sign a decree by which Schleswig became incorporated
with the Kingdom of Denmark, but the consent of the Schleswigers
themselves, whom one would imagine were the parties most inter
ested in the matter, was never either asked or consulted. Holstein,
which is the southernmost of the two, was, previously to this, at
tached to Denmark only by a personal union, such as until lately
existed between England and Hanover, whilst Schleswig and Hol
stein were incorporated and bore the same relation to one another
as England to Scotland, so that Schleswig and Holstein were more
closely connected to one another, than, together, they were to
Denmark.

By this arbitrary act the King brought upon himself a War, the
effects of which might have bcen fatal both to himself and to his
subjects, had it not been put an end to by a compromise, which
eventually resulted in the celebrated Treaty of 1852. By the terms
of this Treaty, the Duchics of Schloswig and Holstein were incor
porated with Denmark, by consent of the powers of Europe, but
again without that of the chief partics concerned, tho Germans,
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Schleswigers, and Holsteiners: The King of Denmark was bound
to govern his new subjects by their own laws, and to appoint the
necessary officials from amongst the natives of the land; to invest
them with rights equal to the Dane, and in short to consider them
as such. That he did not do so is plain to all, but attempted to
force upon them a Constitution which they hated, and to which the
European powers would not consent. He compelled the nlttives of
the Duchies to learn the Danish language; persons were arrested
before elections and fltlsely charged with crimes, for the purpose of
keeping them out of the way, through feltr of their political influence;
and lastly, Danish officiltls were pbeed in posts of authority in the
Duchies, in direct contmvention to the terms of the Treaty.

Let us now turn to that whereon hltngs the present difficulty,
and see who this pretender to the throne may be, and examine the
grounds on which he asserts his elaim to the Dukedom of Schleswig
and Holstein. In the event of the late King of Denmark dying
without issue, the late Duke of Augustenburg WltS the acknowledged
heir to the disputed Duchies: he however sold his property ltnd
rights in Holstein to the Royal Family of Denmltrk, for a sum of
money somewhltt exceeding £300,000 sterling, entirely on his own
responsibility, and without the cognizltnce of his son the present
cbimltnt to the sovereignty of the Duchies. Unfortunately the
late King died childless, and though his successer ascended the
throne of Denmark, yet in the eyes of the young Duke of Augus
tenburg, his right to the Duchies of Schleswig and Holstein had
no existence whatever: he therefore comes forward, asserts his
claim, and is received with the greatest demonstrations of joy by
his supposed subjects.

The whole question then turns on the right which the father of
the present Duke possessed to sell his Kingdom without the know
ledge of his son and subjects; that son WltS eertltinly under age,
but then arises the question, is a Kingdom not to be regarded as en
tailed property ? We are of opinion that it is; if so, then most
assuredly the young Duke of Augustenburg is the rightful heir
to the throne of Schleswig ltnd Holstein, ltS an entail cannot be cut
off unless the heir agrees thereto. Looking at the case from the
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opposite point of view, and supposing that the late Duke was not
acting illegally in bartering away his realm for money, then the
present King of Denmark is doing no more than he ought, in re
sisting, by force of arms, any infringement of his rights.

Th!! interference of the Austrians and Prussians is the next
thing that claims our notice. Supposing that the Duke of Augus
tenburg's claim is valid, then the furious ranting and clamour that
has been raised against these two powerful nations is foolish
and unreasonable, for though they are sworn to maintain the inte
grity of the Danish Kingdom, it is only for such a time as that
kingdom shall adhere to the conditions of that Treaty to which
they were all parties. Denmark however, by endeavouring to wrest
from the Duke of Augustenburg his lawful inheritance (upon the
supposition on which we are going) has violated her promises and is
insulting the whole German nation, of which Austria and Prussia
form the most powerful portion. On the other hand, if Denmark
is simply standing up for that which is her own, then Austria and
her ally is acting in a way not only contrary to the laws of nations,
but to all one's preconceived notions of honor and humanity.

Before concluding this notice, let us glance at the share that
England has taken in the various and complicated transactions
connected with this unfortunate affair. That the present Govern
ment has acted on the whole in a manner that is likely to gain the
approbation of the country at large, seems to us apparent at first
sight; for though the Opposition have set themselves to work with
all their hearts to cavil and pick to pieces the despatches of Earl
Russell, and to lay hold of certain expressions which the noble
Premier has let fall, and which upon examination are found to mean
nothing, yet the man who would be likely to proceed to the utmost
extremities, neither ventures to say that he himself would have
broken the peace, nor can he suggest any means by which the end
that is required could be better obtained.

England has made trial of everything which could in any way have
warded off hostilities: incessant diplomatic correspendence; the
sending out of a special ambassador; an offer to the other European
powers of a conference which should meet and make an endeavour
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to settle this much disputed question. This is what England has
done, and yet there are men who pretend that she has done nothing:
that an appeal to arms was the only means of settling the matter;
these men (fortunately they are few) would plunge the whole of
Europe into war, for so it would be wero England to take the
lead. France and Russia, Italy and Sweden, all must join if only
in self-defence.

Why should England take upon herself alone tIle part of settler
and arbiter of quarrels that arise between every continental sover
eign and his subjects, or pledge herself to any definite course,
unless it be that of a strict neutrality?

There even yct remains another argument in favour of tho course
pursued by her :Majesty's Government: an argument which for
obvions reasons mnst be to a great extcnt exclnded from debate in
the Houses of Parliament; it is the connection of our Royal Family
with the Germans and Danes. Our beloved Queen's late Consort was
a Chief among the Germans; the wife of the heir to the throne of
England is the daughter of the King of Denmark lIere is a.
strait in which few men would like to be placcd: to have to settle
whether wc shall take up arms against the nearest relations of our
Sovereign and against the husband of her eldest daughter, or in
opposition to the father of our future Queen. To anyone, who for
one moment considers the state of the case, it cannot but be apparent
that the man who should venture to do either the onc or the other
would be placing himsclf in a position of the greatest difficulty and
danger, and perhaps cause a breach in the Royal Family of this
realm, the eHects of which might prove to be most disastrous nnd
beyond repair. Let us then adhere to the course which wc have
pursued anu keep oursclres free from our neighbours' quarrels, und
at the same entrust 0111' uffairs with all confidence to the matured
jlldg~ent anu well tried skill of that veneruble putriareh of politi
cians, the Premier of England; and when this unfortunate war
is concluded, which I huve no doubt will be the result of the
approaching Conference, we shall ha.ve the satisfaction of feeling
that we have placed ourselves and our country in the hands of a

J'
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man, who is not only competent but moreover most anxious to do
that which will be most likely to ~onduce to the honour of the Eng

. lish nation, and to the welfare, of the English people.
LIBERAL.

ANAOREONTICS.

I CANNO!r say, 1 know not why,
But howsoe'er my rhymes begin,

Before they end, howe'er I try,
Still somehow love creeps always in.

Nor know I if 'tis always so
With all who love, or only me:

I know not that, but this I know,
Of love alone they all must be.

Oh many a time I tax my brain
For other themes: they ne'er will come.

But burning love transmutes each strain,
And then my heart no more is dumb.

Then let it be: the simple lay
That Hows spontaneous from the heart

Has power the gentle soul to sway
More, ah, far more than laboured art!

So morn and night whene'er I rhyme,
Ay, e'en though other words begin,

I only find that still in time
Love, somehow, love creeps always in;

JULIAN.
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SIIA.LL I ever forget the first time that I went abroad? The
preliminary visit to the pass-port agency in the Strand, where
there were real couriers to be seen, awful men who have been all
over Europe very likely: the pass-port agent discoursing as glibly
of Moscow and Constantinople as you or I would of Gravesend;
the tremendous document itself when it arrived, with the Foreign
Secretary's benevolent assurance that I was perfectly harmless, and
not likely to molest any foreign prince or potentate-what a new
sensation was all this! I think now, with some amusement, of the
kind of idea one had of the gravity of the situation, of the foolish
thing possibly getting lost, or proving in some mysterious way un
satisfactory, and thereupon of agrave consultation of stolid Gm'.
man police, ending for me in bread and water or a file of musketry.
I know by this timo that thcro, fears were considerably oxaggerated,
but I own to no very great partiality for foreign governments, and
the vexatious rules and regulations which never yet were of any
use whatever against a determined conspirator, but are a great
(though happily diminishing) source of annoyanco to well affected
people.

What a curious thing it is to live in an island. You have lived
there all your life j you read the foreign intelligence every day in
" The Pimes"; you are moderately well acquainted with the con·
formation of the earth's surface j you have no reason to doubt the
correctness of the general theory: but you don't realise the fact
until you are tossing about, five miles or so away from Dover, and
the white cliffs are becoming shadowy and-well let us say-your
feelings are getting the' better of you. Then you begin to feel that
you are outside of your own world, so to speak, and part of another
sytem, like the" little star" of nursery rhyme, or Mr. Glaisher and
his Thermometers, soaring through the empyrean. And next mom-.
ing at breakfast you take up the "Moniteur," or " Indepenaence
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Belge," and la! England is somewhere on the other side of the
globe, and your paper is taken up by the trashiest of trashy novels,
which in point of morals might have bcen written by lunatics from
the ]\foon, and the only English news is a shuddering account of "a
pure fight at BuckinglJam Palace, between' Jemmace vicux boxcur'
and a ' young audacious' known as ' J agoss.' " i. e. J oe Goss.

But there is a great dcal to be gone through before you gct to
next morning. Evcrybody and evcrything is so strange. Suppose
you land at Calais or Ostend. You had always imagincd it natural
law that the windows of a house should get smaller as thcy get
nearer the roof, and that anything like a tastefully disposed curtain
or Venetian blind is utterly out of place anywhere but in a drawing
room. A bedroom window should be a plain, black, forbidding
aperture, with the back of a looking-glass staring at you out of the
middle of it. But here you are rmloly disenchanted. Not only
are all the windows prettily draped, but they do not diminish in
size up to the very attics. You begin to wonder where the bed
rooms are, and you very likely solve the difficulty by supposing it
to be the custom in continental society, either not to go to sleep at
all, or if this should be too much for your powers of faith, to do so
in a very irregular manner.

And the first table d'Mle dinner. That is indeed a blessed ex
perience. To sit down in a carpetless salle-a-manger with a lot of
curious people, and then and there have served to you the quaintest,
best, and cheapest little dinner of your life, is not an unenvbble
position by any means. ]\fy first table d'Mle dinner was, I remem
ber, at Bruges, at the dear old "Holel de something or ctlter" of that
most solemn and picturesque of cities. How good it was to be sure:
the little plate of clear soup and the tiny portion of fil\h, and the
hommopathic cutlet and thc minute cauliflower served up in soli
fary state, and the inimitable small portion of roast fowl with salad,
which concluded the repast: "concluded" I say advisedly, because
the little plate of pe~rs, and thc ditto of peaches, and the ditto of
grll!Jere cheese were ull messed up together as dessert. How
pleasant was the cool Medoc, and Alpl101Zse the, polite wuiter,
with that pretty interrogative "Jj you please Sm'e?" which all
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continental waiters affect! Yes; it was a pleasant experience, my
first table i'Mtc.

And then the first stroll out through the glorious old streets,
rapidly growing dark now, where a magnificent mansion, with a
court-yard of its own, may be had for the price of a London second
floor, and where the pavement is so execrable that I rejoice I have
no corns. And the grand churches of Notre-Dame and tho Saint
Sauveur with fine pictures and quaint wood carvings standing out in
the fading twilight. And sce, wonder of wonders! it is market-day,
and the great engine of the confessional is in full swing-priests in
their little boxes, with an aperture at one side for the ear, and on
the other side, thc pcnitents, in considemble numbers. These last
are of both sexes, though the women greatly preponderate, and the
whole affair secms formal and business-liko enough. I don't think
the confessional can be very pleasant for tho confcssor. Either he
must have confidcd to him talcs of great crimes which must make
this smiling every-day world seem no better than" the valley of the
shadow of death." Or he must be engaged in listening constantly
to accounts of littlo fancied ethical ailments, diseases of the moral
nerves-spiritual hypochondria-which can only be successfully
treated by moral, or perhaps physical, bread-pills.

Then I remember wc experienced a very new sensation indeed. ,It
was nearly dark at Notre-Dame, when lo! thero came through the
dim aisles a small si1l'ery tinkle, and somewhero from the neigh
bouring cloisters a -little procession so silent and reverend that one
might fancy it came out of an old medimval picture. First came
the little acolytes in their quaint vestments, swinging the heavy
censers of incense; then others, with lighted candles j then the
priests, looking so stern, and marching with short swift stcps'to the
altar. They were coming from the Hospital of St. John, where
they had beon offering to some poor soul, struggling between two
worlds, the last consolations of their faith.

The first experience of a foreign bed. ' Mine was an admirable one,
soft and spongy, warm, yet not oppressive, a very pcarl and jewel
among beds. And then thc tasteful pink curtains, and the hand.
some walnut furniture; the luxurious easy ehair, and the round
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table and inkstand, all ready for the perpetration of any amount of
nonsensical, but delightful diary. In fact a foreign bedroom is not
a bedroom at all, but a sitting-room, where you can sleep with the
greatest satisfaction to yourself; and let me say that a great deal
of stuff is talked about foreign washing apparatus. True, it is
not on the gigantic scale of our present jugs and basins, but it is no
smaller than our own a few ycars ago, and I am not sure whether
we have not arrived at a somewhat pharisaical cleanliness.

So I opened my window at the" Hotel de something" and looked
out on a charming little scene. Outside was a quiet little garden
full of vines, grapeless unfortunately-for we were too far North
for grapes at Bruges-and of pear-trees trained round my window
and producing (e:cperto crede) very admirable pears; outside farther
off was l1 stl1ble yard, where a man in those odious blue cotton
trousers which afflict the eye abroad was engaged in altercl1tion with
particularly morose dog. "Sac r' r' r' e" said the man, "(} 1" 1" 1" 1" "

said the dog, giving out the" canina littera" from the chest with
great freedom and telling cffect. I forget how the quarrel ended
-probably it was composed somehow-but I remember doubting
whethcr the man was trying to speak the dog-language, or the dog
French. Outside farther still, rose in the moonlight I don't know
how many spires and towers, and l1mong them the tall Oampenile of
the Hotel de Ville, from which came the almost incessant chiming of
the" carrillon." For the low countries are the great home of bell
music, the people seeming to feel as if those sounding steeples gave
them l1n elevation of thought denied them by the flat monotony
of the landscape. And wonderfully suggestive they are when they
have pealed on, as these have for ages, l1nd through such varied
fortunes-through war and bloodshed-through pestilence and
famine-through thunder and tempest-through long happy days
of peace and plenty-through still summer nights, when the ears
of corn scarcely stir in the fat Belgian fields-Through bitter win
try nights, when the sleet is driven before the wind, roaring from
the icy sea-through the hum and noise of the ml1rket, or the fair,
when the country people (their great grandfathers or great grand..
children) are flocking into the town--through the stillness Of the
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hour before the dawn, when there is no other sound in earth or in
air but theirs. Ah! there is a great deal of romance about these
old Belgian chimes. I suppose there is something of truth in the
idea of a first love differing in kind as well as in degree from any
later passion. Bruges was my first love; and although I went
through other towns in Belgium, fuller even than Bruges of fine
churches and pictures and architecture, though I saw the Beguinage
at Ghent, and the Cathedral with the marvellous Rubenses at Ant·
werp, and Louvain and Malines and pretty brilliant Brussels, yet I
never got over my preference for Bruges. I have no doubt that this
was all a foolish fancy, and that there was much more to be seen
elsewhere. But then, fancies are very potent instruments in life.

The first experiences of the Rhine and Rhine-land aro not un·
pleasant. I shall have a vivid recollection as long as I live of
Cologne: nn old mediroval walled town, made to do duty as a great
railway centre, without anything approaching to the dignity of a
leading thoroughfare. And then the magnificent cathedral, or as
Germans call it, "Dom," supposed to be the visible type and centre
of German Unity, and so far, like that which it represents, that it
is still after all these centuries in a lamentably imperfect state. r
remember to have smelt almost all, if not quite all, the seventy
smells which Coleridge has made famous. And thon the Rhine
itself, with the vineyards climbing up to the tops of the hills; and
Coblentz with its over-hanging fortress; and the great gaunt ruined
castles, each with its own tale of cruelty and tyranny, or hapless
love, or sacrilege-all duly chronicled in Murray-all these things
are delightful to see for the first time, and if you fall in with plea
sant people your first day on the Rhine will be the pleasantest of
your life.

r suppose one never gets to feel so strong a liking or dislike for
English people as one does abroad. The liking is extraordinarily
strong. You fall in with a pleasant family and travel with them
for a week in perfect confidence and affection, seeing together. the
the same beautiful pictures and mountnins; getting tired, and being
cheated together, and otherwise enjoying and suffering in common.
Then you are all equally strangers in a foreign land, equally ignorant
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of manners and customs, and equally perplexed by the language:
all this begets an intimacy quite impossible at llOme. On the other
hand, the dislike is the most furious and implacable thing conceivable.
"\Ve I remember fell in with some vulgar "\Vhitechapel people at
Ostend, who pursued us through Belgium, turning up perpetually
in the churches and picture galleries, till finally we lost sight of
them at Cologne. But la anu behold at the Kursaal at Homburg,
they turned up again, gambling and losing with such regularity,
that we were in hopes that they would be impounded for debt. But
they must have had a turn of luck I suppose, for at Amsterdam,
there they all were again, eagerly shouting for" 'ollands," and it
was only in Thame8 Street that we escaped from them altogether.

But apropos of gambling at "\Viesbaden and Homburg. That is
thank goodness, something quite new and strange to EngliRhmen of
the present day. You see in the centre of the town a fine building
with Corinthi:m pillars, which you find is open to all corners. First
there is a great hall profusely gilded and bc-mirrored, where balls
are given frequently in the week, and opening out of it a luxurious
reading-room, where you may find not only all the chief continental
papers, but our own as well. The Times is there of course, for
everybody, and the Saturday Review, for these well educated
people who think that one thing is just as good as another; and
the" Illustrated" for people who want to know from sketches
taken on the spot, how a powder-magazine looks when exploding:
or a ship going down at night in a storm in the middle of the
Atlantic. And all this is entirely free of charge. So are the trim
gardens. So are the long walks winding through the trees, where
you may expatiate daily to try to get rid of the taste of the waters.
So is the admirable band which every day plays the best music
in the best manner. Nobody pays.

Ah! but does not somebody pay? There is the rnb. No one need
pay: but in point of fact a great many people do pay, and pretty
handsomely too. This is the way of it. You are reading some very
e.difying publication-the Reeord of the week before last very
likely, when a monotonous fidgeting sound, like marbles on a
stone floor reaches you at regular intervals from the next room.
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And presently you resolve to sce what it is. 'What you find is
rather to you a surprise, for there has been almost a dead silence:
a number of people in a large room disposed round a long green
table. On the green baize, various cabalistic signs and figures; in
the middle, a brass wash-hand basin, in which the ball that you
have heard making a noise has been rolling about. Round the
table, at intervals, a number of croupiers sad looking men, with
rakes-and round the table also, men and women, some seated,
some leaning over the shoulders of the sitters. Before the seated
players are little heaps-nay, large heaps-of gold and silver coins,
and cards with systems (infallible till they break down all of a
sudden) for making a rapidfortune bygambling; and halfway up the
table on either side are the representatives of the Gambling Bank,
with a profuse display of cash-boxes and notes. Everybody is
utterly blase and languid, and the whole performance is the merest
matter of business in the world. Nobody seems glad to win, or
sorry to lose. The frenzy of the traditional gamester is a myth
and nothing else. They are of all classes in society: from the
traditional Russian Princess, to the blackleg fresh from Paris. And
I regret to say that our own countrymen and-shall I say it ?
countrywomen are by no means unrepresented. One thing they have
in common, they aro all tired, weary-looking folks, and young and old
seem to have out-lived all other vices but this. Then tho croupier
says with a croak" Mcssieurs faitcs votre jeu," and immediately the
ball begins rolling smoothly along a ledge in the brass basin. Then
there is a little stir of excitement and hurry, and the green table
is sown broadcast with gold and silver. coins deposited on favourite
numbers by the players. Presently the ball begins to move more
and more slowly, and at last to labour along the side of tho basin
like a cart going over the stones. Croaks the croupier again, " Le
jeu est fait. Rien ne va plus," and the ball darts into a compart
ment at the side of the basin marked with a particular number, and
one of the players possibly wins a little money, which he will lose
again presently: and the gambling Bank wins a good deal which it
will not lose again by any manner of means. This is the delightful
employment of a number of people not mad on any other subject-

G
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rain or shine-summer and winter-Sunday and weekday-from the
1st of January to the 31st of December.

Not a very cheerful amusement. Yet it has a horrid kind of fas
cination about it too, which it is difficult enough to resist long, except
by clearly understanding that if you win you are ::i knave, and if
you lose you are a fool. And we eught to be very proud that in
this respect at least, we, in England, are not as our brothers and
sisters abroad. For in spite of the general langour and quietness
of the scene, there are tragedies going on pretty constantly a little
way beneath the surfaee. Only a day or two before we were at
Wiesbaden, a clerk in a position of trust spent his own money first,
then his master's, in order to win it back, and losing this too, went
out into the garden and blew out his brains.

So foreign memories, like everything else in life, are mixed, the
good and the bad, the painful and the pleasant. But there is no
doubt that, with ordinary luek, a foreign tour is a delightful affair.
The pleasures are fresher and more vivid than at home; the
disagreeables annoy you less, somehow. One thing is absolutely
necessary, (besides money,) and that is a certain amount of know
ledge of the language of the country. And to end these rambling
recollections with a moral, I may perhaps be allowed to impress
upon the present race of Sherborne boys, the necessity of paying
more attention than we did in my time to modern languages. We
had I remember every opportunity of acquiring them, and we as
certainly neglected what opportunities we had. Let us hope that
the present generation is a wiser one in this respect. A moderate
knowledge of French and German will immensely increase their
enjoyments and diminish their annoyances when they too come to
go abroad.

\
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A. DREAM OF ALMA.

A DREAM OF ALl\fA.

I STOOD upon the heights that crown
The banks of Alma's stream;

And o'er my senses softly stole
The spirit of a dream;

And as I viewed the plains out-spread
Far as the eye could rove,

Such vision of a bygone day
l\fy wanton fancy wove.

Methought the ground whereon I stood
....Vas covered far and wide,

With all th' imposing panoply
Of stern war's glitt'ring pride;

I saw the frowning bastion lined
'Vith bayonet llnd sword,

And, fraught with death in every tone,
The cannon's thunder roared:

I saw the columns of an host
Drawn up in deep array;

And like a massive wall they stood
Prepared for deadly fray.

I lool,ed upon the farther bank
And on mine awe-struck eyes,

There fell a passing wondrous sight,
That thrilled me with surprise:

For there, regardless of the storm
Of shot and shell, that poured

Upon them thick as hail-stones, on
The ripe corn's golden hoard,

Two slender lines of men descend
The river's vine-clad bank;
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They cross the stream and up the steep
Toil in their threat'ning rank;

And on their levelled bayonets
The sun's meridian light

Gleamed like the silv'ry sea beneath
The star be-spangled night.

And as they neared the enemy,
'With one exulting cry

They rushed upon their serried ranks
Resolved to do or die.

They met as meet two thunder-clouds:
Then faded from my sight,

For war's dim canopy enwrapped
In sable folds the fight:

But ever and anon the breeze
Bore to my list'ning ear,

The sounds of deadliest conflict,
The death-groan and the cheer.

At length they ceased, and then, methought,
A wild shout rent the air;

No sound was that of grief, I ween,
No sorrow lingered there:

The Briton's bold" hurrah" that tells
Of brave deeds nobly done,

Rang through the echoing vallies, for
The Ahna's heights ,vere won.

The vision faded from my view,
But still I lingered near:

And still I seemed to hear the tones
Of that heart-stirring cheer,

And still the vallies seemed to ring
Responsive to the sound,

That erst upon the Alma's banks
With joy the victory crowned.

D.
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UNDER this head we propose to record from time to time anything
worthy of notice that takes place in the school.

We have to regret the loss of the services of J. H. F. Hewson,
our" Captain of the Games," wIlD performed the duties of that
office during the short time that' he hOld. it to the satisfaction of
everyone. A. A. Henley has been appointed his successor.

The cricket season has commenced in a manner that augurs well
for the efficiency of the" Eleven." "VC have inserted two games
that have been played since Easter.

HENLEY'S SIDE, v DOWNES WITH RODINSON.

HENLEy;i! SIDE.
Pirst Innings.

Henley, b Robinson " 11
Sparks, b Mulan 4
Bassett, b Malan 0
Brown, b Mulan ." 8
Hesse, c Armstrong, b Robinson... 2
Monro, b Robinson ,............ 0
Ley, b Robinson 0
Hudson, not out 0
Tuson, b Robinson 0
l\feredith, c Armstrong, b Robinson 2
Henning, b Malan 2

I b 1, b 1 2

Total 31

Second Inning!.

b l\falan 22
b Mulan 1
b Hobinson 12
run out 1
c Osborne, b Hobinson 11
run out 5
b Hobinson 11
b Hobinson 4
b Hobinson 0
not out 0
b Robinson 0

w b 7, b 3, I b 2 12

Total 79

DOWNEs' SIDE.

Downes, c Henley, b Brown 0 b Brown 16
Kendle I, b Bassett 1 b Drown.................. 3
Keene, b Brown ... .. 1 c Bassett, b Brown 0
Malan 1, b Bassett 0 b Bassett .. 0
Osborne, b Bassett 0 c Hudson, b Bassett 2
Armstrong, b Drown .. 8 b Brown . 0
Hammond, b Bassett 7 b Bassett 2
Holmes, b Brown..................... 2 b Brown .. 2
Upcott, c Henley, b Drown 1 b Bassett 0
Kendle 2, b Bassett 0 not out 6
Robinson, not out......... 48 b Bassett .. .. 5

w b 3, b 6, I b 1 10 w b 6, b 10 16

Total ......... 78 Total ......... 51
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FIRST HALF OF THE ALPHABET, v SECOND.

FIRST HALF.

Total ......... 67

Fir,t Inning,.

Henley, e Robinson, b Malan ......
Rev. W. B. Stanford, ht. wkt. ~

b Robinson S ..
Rev. P. R. Clifton, not out ..
Downes, e Tancock, b Malan .
Bassett, 1 b w, b Robinson ..
Brown, c Robinson, b Malan ..
Hcsse, b JlIalan ..
Hammond, b Uobinson ..
Holmes, b Malan .
Armstrong, e Sparks, b Malan .
Hudson, b Malan ..

wb8, bl ..

21

o
11.

2
o

13
o
o
1
9
1
9

Second Inning•.

b Robinson 25

b Robinson 1

ht. wkt.• b Robinson 18
b Robimon 0
e Tancoek, b Robinson 7
b Robinson 13
b Robinson 0
bMalan 6
e Malan 23
b Malan 4
not out 2

wb2,b4,lb17

Total ......... 106

SECOND HALF.

Sparks, run out ...... 5 not out 22
O. Taneoek, Esq., b Brown... 0 not out 7
Kendle 1, run out... 18 I'un out 12
Keene, b Henley... 0 b Brown 0
Malan 1, b Brown... 2
Ley, b Henley 8
Osborne, not out ... 8
Monro, rUIl eut 0
Upeott, b Henley... 0
Tuson, b Henley ... 3
Robinson, b Brown 29 c Downes, b Henley... 0

w b 10, b 5 15 w b 6, b 14 20

Total ......... 88 Total 61
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OON'l'EN'rs.

ON TilE INTEREST OF POETRY •.• 1 " TilE TIMES" IN '98 '"

To LEWESD·ON HILL 9 THE 'VAll IN DENMARK

A.N ESSAY 11 ANACREONTICS ...

THOUGHTS ON HOOD 14
OVER TilE SEA

ItEMINISCENCES OF CRICKET ATI A DREAM OF ALl\lA

A l'UllLIC SOIlOOL , ..
17

SCIlOOL NEWS .. ,

26

30

34

35
43

45

NOTICES TO OORRESPONDENTS.

No contribution will be inserted which is not the bond fide
production of someone who is, or has been, a member of the school.

No anonymous contribution;; will be accepted: but the full name
must be enclosed in a sealed envelope, which will not be opened if
the article be rejected.

If an article is to be continued in successive numbers the whole
is to be sent in at once.

NJ3.-No contributions will be returned.

"My Visit to Weymouth" is wanting in originality. Vfc hope
to hear from the author again.

Translation from Virgif is good in parts, but unequnl.
The author of "Past v Present" is requested to send the remain

der of his contribution, together with his name.
Declined, with thanks: "Spring;" a contribution from "E;"

.and" Ten thousand pounds reward,"
The remainder of the contributions that do not appear in the

present number, unavoiuably stand over for the next.
*** Our next number will appear on the 1st of July, and all

contributions must be sent in not later than the 7th of June.

Oontributors are requested to write legibly and only on one side qf
thepaper.'

l'IlINT~D BY JiltES ELLIS, THE PARADE, SiIEIlllOIlNlI:.


